Optimization of Simulation based System Level Modeling to Enhance Embedded Systems Performance
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Abstract

Simulation based system level modeling is better approach than analytical and concrete level modeling because it is more accurate than analytical modeling and faster than concrete level modeling. Long learning curve is the challenge of simulation-based system-level modeling. System engineer either has to study all available pre-built blocks or has to develop custom models. Irrelevant modeling components and templates selection can lead to more modeling effort. The proposed approach aims to optimize system-level modeling effort by exploring the systematic modeling approach and demonstrating the technique to generate guidelines report from system specifications. In this approach System Level Performance Modeling of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) Reconstruction algorithm processing on Graphical Processing Unit (CPU-GPU) architecture is considered as case study.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Performance metrics such as latency and utilization are important embedded system design metrics to decide the right hardware and software components of embedded systems. Unsuitable selection of design components leads to a number of
implementations, more engineering cost and more time to market [1]. Latency prediction and analysis shows system speed for different input conditions and helps to identify the system performance. Utilization indicates whether hardware resources such as processor, memory and bus etc. are over-utilized or under-utilized [4]. Over utilization leads to system failure and under-utilization leads to more cost. System latency of simple system can be represented using equation 1. System latency is a function of task processing time and memory access time.

\[ t_1 = (T_j + TM_j) \forall j \in P \]

Eq (1)

Where

\( t_1 \rightarrow \) System latency of simple system
\( T_j \rightarrow \) Task processing time mapped with resource
\( TM_j \rightarrow \) Memory access time
\( P \rightarrow \) Set of components

Latency of complex systems with multi task and multiple resources also depends on task waiting time because among multiple tasks requests for the resource one task will able access resource and other tasks are waiting in the queue till release of current processing task. Hence equation 1 holds good for simple system. Equation 2 shows that system latency is also a function of task waiting time. Task waiting time computation using analytical approach is not accurate because modeling of unpredictable arrival of tasks and input conditions cannot be possible using a series of mathematical equations.

\[ t_2 = (T_j + TM_j + TW_j) \forall j \in P \]

Eq (2)

Where

\( t_2 \rightarrow \) System latency with considering \( TW_j \)
\( TW_j \rightarrow \) Total waiting time to access resource

Simulation is the best approach for accurate performance analysis in which unpredictable arrival of tasks and input conditions can be randomized [2][8]. Discrete event simulator is used for performance modeling and analysis of embedded systems. During this simulation, model is triggered by every event of time and the result, of each triggering is recorded. Performance modeling involves modeling of traffic inputs, system behavior and resources used [5]. System behavior represents the set of
tasks processed by resources. Prebuilt modeling component used for performance modeling is queue with a delay which indicates that multiple tasks are waiting in the resource queue to access the resource.

In simulation based system level modeling environment certain challenges remain to be addressed. Due to lack of information long learning is required to understand the modeling components and frameworks. Irrelevant modeling components and frameworks selection leads to inaccurate simulation results. Equation 3 shows the factor influences the modeling effort.

\[
m = f(l, o, d, s, c)
\]

Where
- \(m\) → modeling effort
- \(l\) → learning curve
- \(o\) → objective defining effort
- \(d\) → effort of data collection
- \(s\) → effort of modeling component selection
- \(b\) → effort of building system model

Modeling effort can be optimized by increasing number of frame works prebuilt modeling components and system level modeling approach as specified in equation 3 and 4 [10][11].

\[
l, s, b \propto (f, p, a)
\]

Where
- \(f\) → number frameworks
- \(p\) → number of prebuilt components
- \(a\) → approach of system level modeling

Proposed work explore the enhanced system level modeling approach. This approach includes generation of guidelines to build the system model for given modeling objectives and system details. Performance Modeling of MRI reconstruction algorithm on GPU platform is considered as case study to demonstrate the proposed approach.
2. METHODOLOGY

Figure 1 shows the enhanced System level modeling approach. Modeling objectives and modeling related data collection is done in pre/post system modeling stage. Based on modeling objectives and available modeling information prebuilt modeling components are [3]. Complete system model is built by using VisualSim modeling library. System modeling includes work load modeling, behavior modeling and resource modeling. Workload model is the stimulus to the system model which represents the arrival of data as traffic with defined rate.

Behavior describes the order and dependency of tasks processed on the data and contains timing details for performance modeling. Resource modeling involves modeling resources such as processor, memory, and bus etc. These resources are modeled specific to performance analysis. Discrete event simulator of Ptolemy is used for simulation. Experimental setup of configurations and conditions are made for simulation runs to generate simulation results. Performance analysis is done by understanding the variations in performance with respect to the input conditions and configurations. Based on analysis results, design specification with viable configurations and conditions are decided for further implementation. Flow with the dotted line specifies the enhanced approach through which the modeling guidelines generated by taking collected modeling details. This reduces the effort of learning, selecting and modeling effort. In enhanced approach initial modeling data collected is in questioner form. On the other side these questions are included in enhanced approach based on available frameworks and prebuilt modeling components.
3. ENHANCED APPROACH

Performance modeling of GPU based MRI reconstruction algorithm is considered to demonstrate enhanced simulation based system level modeling approach. The questionnaire for data collection in enhanced approach is categorized as shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Data collection in enhanced approach](image)

Data collection modeling objectives are as below.

- To build the performance simulation model of GPU architecture
- Modeling Reconstruction algorithm and mapping
- Plotting performance matrices that are latency and utilization with respect to attributes such as resource speed, traffic rate and simulation time

Input workload type described as user defined with image frame traffic and defined traffic rate. System Behavior is described by task flow diagram as shown in Figure 3.

Captured image is in the form of raw data is fragmented and processed to get discrete signal stored in CPU memory is known as K-Space data. Acquired K-space data is transferred from CPU to GPU to perform the computation of inner loop and outer loop iteratively based on the image size [12]. Each task having fixed priority defined task time and allocates tasks to resources based on their availability.

![Figure 3: Task flow of MRI Reconstruction](image)
Particularly K-space, transferring data from CPU to GPU memory and from GPU to CPU memory and display of reconstructed tasks are mapped to CPU. Process of IFFT for column and row is allocated for GPU. 1-D inverse Fourier transform is done in KY direction [8]. Split Bergman reconstruction algorithm considered requires the parallel computations for IFFT; hence GPU can support huge computation with parallel processing [6][7]. This processed data stored in GPU memory is transferred to CPU memory. Computed information is transferred to the CPU to display the computed image.

Figure 4: CPU-GPU architecture

CPU-GPU architecture is used for resources modeling as shown in the Figure 4. CPU specification (Xeon X5650) includes 6 cores of 12 threads with speed 2.66 GHz, 3200 MHz Bus speed and 3 levels of memory cache. CPU controls the data transfer between CPU memory and GPU memory, computing physical address and performs the Fourier transform. GPU specification (Tesla C2050) includes 488 CUDA cores, 16 streaming processors with 32 cores and 578 MHz core speed. GPU performs concurrent execution of IFFT [9].

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Algorithm used in the enhanced approach, collect the mentioned modeling information in the questioner form and generated Modeling guidelines report as shown in figure 5.
Figure 6 shows System model built by referring modeling guidelines. Modeling guidelines gives only basic information to build the system. Complete executable model built using VisualSim modeling library and Ptolemy simulator as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6: System Model View

Figure 7: Utilization versus GPU Speed

X-axis: GPU Speed (GHz), Y-axis Utilization (%)
Figure 7 shows that the Utilization of the resource decreases as increase in resource speed. Number of streaming processors considered here is 8. Utilization of eight streaming processors is 90%, 40%, 24%, 12% at 0.1GHz, 0.3GHz, 0.5GHz, and 1GHz respectively. Observation made here is that the utilization of streaming processors decreases as increase in streaming processors speed. Figure 9 shows, latency increases as increases in image size. Image sizes we considered here are 128*128, 256*256, 512*512, and 1024*1024. Latency numbers 44us, 169us, 673us and 2688us at frame size 128*128, 256*256, 512*512 and 1024*1024 Maximum latency is at 1024*1024. Here latency increases as increase in frame size.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Modeling effort is the challenge of simulation based system level modeling addressed by demonstrating the enhanced system level modeling approach. Using this approach system model can select the right modeling components and modeling template in a short period of time. Hence with the help of this approach system level modeling and analysis can be done with less modeling effort, modeling time and with minimum modeling knowledge. Future scope of this work is to increase the number of modeling templates and integrating them as a part synthesis process from idea to system model. This synthesis automation is required to be accessible online because faster and large up gradation of synthesis frameworks can be possible in huge and fast manner. System engineer can get synthesized analysis specific simulation model online by providing system details and modeling objectives. On the other side, system designers can upload their models in the form of questionnaires.
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